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 Abstract 
  Background:  Screening of aphasia in acute stroke is crucial for directing patients to early lan-
guage therapy. The Language Screening Test (LAST), originally developed in French, is a vali-
dated language screening test that allows detection of a language deficit within a few minutes. 
The aim of the present study was to develop and validate two parallel German versions of the 
LAST.  Methods:  The LAST includes subtests for naming, repetition, automatic speech, and 
comprehension. For the translation into German, task constructs and psycholinguistic criteria 
for item selection were identical to the French LAST. A cohort of 101 stroke patients were test-
ed, all of whom were native German speakers. Validation of the LAST was based on (1) analy-
sis of equivalence of the German versions, which was established by administering both ver-
sions successively in a subset of patients, (2) internal validity by means of internal consistency 
analysis, and (3) external validity by comparison with the short version of the Token Test in 
another subset of patients.  Results:  The two German versions were equivalent as demonstrat-
ed by a high intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.91. Furthermore, an acceptable internal 
structure of the LAST was found (Cronbach’s α = 0.74). A highly significant correlation (r = 0.74, 
p < 0.0001) between the LAST and the short version of the Token Test indicated good external 
validity of the scale.  Conclusion:  The German version of the LAST, available in two parallel ver-
sions, is a new and valid language screening test in stroke.  © 2016 The Author(s)
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 Introduction 

 Stroke patients with aphasia should receive language therapy within the first days after 
disease onset  [1, 2] . Hence, very early screening for aphasia is important. In the acute stroke 
phase, however, patients’ cognitive capacities are often reduced and administration of 
comprehensive aphasia diagnostic test batteries is thus not possible. Language screening 
tests with short administration times are therefore needed. In German, the Aachen Aphasia 
Bedside Test  [3, 4] , the Aphasie Schnelltest  [5] , the Kurze Aphasieprüfung  [6] , the short 
version of the Token Test  [7] , the Aphasie-Check-Liste  [8] , or the Bielefelder Aphasie Screening 
 [9]  have been designed to screen language functions in neurologic patients. These tests 
include naming, comprehension, repetition, word fluency, reading, and writing tasks. Admin-
istration and evaluation time is relatively long, ranging from 15 to 40 min. Recently, a more 
rapid screening test, the Language Screening Test (LAST), was published in French  [10] . It 
includes confrontation naming of black-and-white pictured objects, repetition, automatic 
speech, and auditory comprehension of words and sentences. The test can be accomplished 
within approximately 2 min, and two equivalent parallel versions are available  [10] . As a 
further advantage, it excludes tasks during which premorbid conditions such as dyslexia or 
illiteracy, and coexisting cognitive deficits such as disorders of attention or executive func-
tions would influence the results  [10] .

  The aim of the present study was to develop and validate two parallel German versions 
of the LAST in a cohort of acute and subacute stroke patients. We predicted good internal 
consistency and a uniform structure of the scale. In addition, we expected a significant corre-
lation between the LAST and the short version of the Token Test, indicating good external 
validity of the scale.

  Methods 

 Test Description 
 The LAST consists of 15 items in five subtests: (1) naming of five black-and-white drawings 

presented on one page; (2) oral repetition of one word with 4 syllables and one sentence with 
8 words (11 syllables); (3) automatic speech, i.e. counting from 1 to 10; (4) word-picture 
matching with four orally presented target words depicted within a set of eight pictures, with 
the four distractor pictures being either visually, semantically or phonologically related to one 
of the target words, and (5) execution of three verbal commands (simple, semicomplex, 
complex). A value of 1 is scored for correct answers given within 5 s, otherwise a value of 0 is 
scored. Two subscores are then obtained by addition, one for production (naming, repetition, 
and automatic speech; maximum score 8 points) and one for comprehension (word-picture 
matching and verbal command execution; maximum score 7 points). Total scores below 15 
indicate a language deficit that needs further evaluation by a speech language therapist  [10] . 
The French LAST showed a sensitivity of 0.98 and a specificity of 1  [10] .

  Translation 
 We aimed at maintaining the linguistic properties of the original version such as word 

frequency, word and sentence length, number of syllables, and consonant clusters in the 
German translation, as they have an impact on language performance  [11] . The German word 
frequencies were chosen from the CELEX database  [12] . In the subtest ‘naming’, two stimuli 
out of five were replaced with lexically matched items. In the repetition part, the German 
stimuli were consistent with the word and sentence length in syllables, words, and number 
of consonant clusters of the French original. The subtest ‘automatic speech’, i.e. counting from 
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1 to 10, was unchanged. In the word-picture matching subtask, the items 'cigarette' with the 
semantic distractor 'pipe' and 'eye' with the visual distractor 'fish' were identical to the 
French version. 'Käse' (cheese) was newly chosen as a phonologically complex distractor for 
the item 'Hase' (hare) and 'Kanne' (tea pot) was added as phonologically simple distractor for 
'Tanne' (fir tree).

  Patients and Procedure 

 One hundred and one patients with stroke, all native speakers of German, were consecu-
tively recruited at the Neurology Department of the Lucerne Kantonsspital, at the Division of 
Cognitive and Restorative Neurology of the Department of Neurology, University Hospital 
Berne, and at the Spitalzentrum Biel. Exclusion criteria were psychiatric disorders, dementia, 
preexisting sensory loss, and disorders of vigilance. The study was approved by the local 
ethics committees.

  All patients were tested with one of the two randomly allocated versions of the LAST in 
German (50 with version A, 51 with version B). Seventy-eight of the patients were addi-
tionally tested with the short version of the Token Test  [7] , one of the most common screening 
tests, to analyze external validity. Furthermore, both versions of the LAST were successively 
administered in another subset of 28 patients to evaluate equivalence of the two versions. 
The examiners were either physicians or language therapists. This was an important point to 
us, because in the clinical setting, the screening might be used by health professionals with 
different backgrounds.

  Statistical Analysis 
 The latter was assessed by calculating the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). ICC 

values should be above 0.75  [13] . Internal validity of both LAST versions was assessed in three 
steps. First, normal score distribution for each item was explored by analyzing skewness and 
kurtosis values. In addition, floor and ceiling effects on item level were explored. Scores of 90% 
correct answers and higher would indicate a ceiling effect, while scores of 10% and below 
would represent a floor effect  [14] . Second, construct validity was analyzed by means of prin-
cipal component analysis, which explores the underlying dimensions of the LAST. Finally, 
Cronbach’s α was calculated, a measure of internal consistency. A value above 0.70 is an indi-
cator of an acceptable homogeneity of items within the total scale  [15] . External validity was 
examined by using Pearson correlation analyses between the total scores of the LAST and the 
short version of the Token Test. Scales measuring similar concepts should show at least corre-
lations of r > 0.60 (moderate correlation), indicating good convergent validity  [16] . Data were 
analyzed with SPSS (IBM, Chicago, Ill., USA, version 23.0, http://spss.com). For all analyses, a 
two-sided p value of less than 0.05 was used as the threshold for statistical significance.

  Results 

 We evaluated 101 stroke patients, aged between 33 and 91 years (mean = 71.37, SD = 
12.28), 57% of whom were male. Mean time interval between stroke and examination was 
11 days (SD = 16). LAST scores for version A (mean = 11.54, SD = 3.61, range 0–15) did not 
significantly differ from those of version B (mean = 11.92, SD = 3.46, range 2–15; independent 
samples t test: t = –0.374, p = 0.710). Moreover, the correlation of LAST-A and -B scores in the 
subgroup of 28 patients showed that the two versions were equivalent with an ICC of 0.91 
(confidence interval 0.81–0.96).
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  Regarding the internal validity of the LAST on the item level, no floor or ceiling effects 
were found. In the subtests ‘automatic speech’ and ‘word-picture matching’, most of the 
subjects (88 and 84%) reached maximum scores. These subtests thus appeared to be easier 
than the others. The maximum total score of 15 was reached by 25.7% of the patients. Prin-
cipal component analysis revealed that the LAST measures one construct, which is demon-
strated by one component with an eigenvalue above 1.0, explaining 57.7% of the variance. 
Communalities were between 0.32 and 0.67, also indicating substantial common variance. 
The internal consistency of the 15 items was acceptable (Cronbach’s α = 0.74).

  A strong significant correlation between the LAST and the short version of the Token Test 
(r = 0.74, p < 0.0001) was found, indicating good external validity of the scale. Comparing the 
short version of the Token Test with the LAST subtests, highest correlations were found for 
repetition (r = 0.673, p < 0.01) and for verbal command execution (r = 0.624, p ˂ 0.01), 
whereas word-picture matching showed the lowest correlation (r = 0.472, p < 0.01).

  Discussion 

 This study shows that the German version of the LAST is a reliable and valid screening 
test for language in acute and subacute stroke. The two German versions of the LAST are 
equivalent. The test has acceptable internal validity and a strong significant correlation 
between the LAST and the short version of the Token Test indicated good external validity.

  Compared to other screening tests validated in German, the LAST has several advantages: 
it is very brief to administer and avoids the impact of preexisting dyslexia, illiteracy and hand 
paresis. Furthermore, two equivalent parallel versions are available, which minimizes 
possible retest effects. Health professionals with different backgrounds can easily use the 
test, as shown in the study by Flamand-Roze et al.  [10] . Finally, the interpretation is straight-
forward: patients scoring below 15 points need to be referred to a speech and language ther-
apist for an in-depth evaluation.

  An acceptable internal consistency of 0.74 for the German version of the LAST was found. 
Compared to the original study  [10] , in which they found a value of 0.88, our lower value could 
be due to the heterogeneity of the sample (including acute and subacute patients), explaining 
a larger error variance in our scores.

  The short version of the Token Test was taken to analyze external validity, since this test 
is also used as a screening test, identical to the LAST. Not only is the short version of the Token 
Test a measure of aphasia severity and oral comprehension, it also examines verbal short-
term memory  [17] . This might explain the relatively high correlation we found between the 
repetition subtest of the LAST and the Token test.

  The present study has some limitations. First, 74% of the 101 patients were diagnosed 
as having a possible language deficit, i.e. they scored below 15 points in the LAST. The preva-
lence of acute aphasia after stroke is, however, estimated at 30%  [18] , so there might be a 
selection bias in our sample. Indeed, many of our patients were evaluated by language thera-
pists because of suspected communication disorders. Second, the high percentage of correct 
answers in the subtests ‘automatic speech’ and ‘word-picture matching’ might reflect the low 
level of difficulty of these tasks. Counting from 1 to 10 and identification of frequent words 
such as ‘house’ or ‘tomato’ are easy to accomplish, only patients with severe aphasia are likely 
to fail in these tasks. Future research might use Rasch analysis in order to identify the distri-
bution of the degree of difficulty of the tasks  [19] . Finally, we did not evaluate the interrater 
reliability. However, this has already been done in the original French study, with excellent 
interrater reliability of 0.998  [10] .
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  In conclusion, the German versions of the LAST are reliable and valid. They can easily be 
administered at the bedside in approximately 2 min, which is a clear advantage for its use in 
emergency rooms, stroke units and subacute care settings.
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